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Adaptation to local context

- ‘One size fits all’ no longer applies
- Country-specific adaptation based on
  - Local epidemiology (TB, HIV, MDR-TB)
  - Priorities for case detection (risk groups)
  - Laboratory networks and capacity
  - Staff skills base and task shifting
  - Treatment policies for drug-resistant TB
  - Financial resources, also across diseases
Moving forward

WHO endorsement 2010

- Global Consultation
- WHO Policy Guidance
- Roadmap for implementation

Phased implementation 2011

- Through UNITAID, TBREACH, TBCARE, PEPFAR
- Selected countries, different health service levels

Scale up 2012

- EXPAND-TB, Global Fund R11, TBREACH, TBCARE, PEPFAR, country budgets, etc
Questions

• How quickly can countries scale up?

• What should countries do now?
Next steps

- Member States notified via WHO Regional and Country offices
- WHO Policy Guidance issued, with agreed Dx algorithms
- WHO ‘Rapid Advice’ document prepared, outlining GC consensus
- Generic implementation protocol developed, with standardised data collection
- Stakeholders invited to
  - adapt generic protocol for setting-specific use
  - participate in ‘Evidence for Scaling-up’ phase
- Consensus developed on redefined case and outcome definitions
- Global sales & market dynamics monitored by FIND-WHO
- FIND-WHO-GLI post-marketing surveillance established
- Early Implementers’ Meeting, end 2011 (with snow ordered in advance)
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